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Name:   Date:

Tip: Most resources are organized in alphabetical order from A to Z.
Alphabetize by the 1st letter in the word. Example: dinosaur, gigantic, vegetable

If the 1st  letters are the same, use the 2nd letters.  Example: dinosaur, dog

If the 2 nd letters are the same, use the 3rd, and so on.  Example: dinosaur, disregard

Rewrite each list so the words are in alphabetical order.

Which resource would you use? Answer the following questions.
4. Where would you look up another word for alleviate?    ___________________________________

5. Where would you look up today’s news update?  ___________________________________

6. Where would you find the definition of the word noble?  ___________________________________

7. Where might you find more information about Italy?   ___________________________________

8. Where can you find the original meaning of curfew?   ___________________________________

9. Where would you find a synonym for the word assist?   ___________________________________

Using resources to find information

Tip:
Plagiarism, or copying the 

writing of others, is illegal. Use your 
own words and tell where you 

got the information.

wither 

remorse 

bizarre 

built 

realm 

wilt 

gorge 

waddle 

golden 

utter 

gallon 

ward 

function 

fruitful 

fudge 

freight 

fumble 

fumigate 

1. 2. 3.

A Few Resources : 
A dictionary tells the meaning(s), part of speech, origin, and the pronunciation of words.
A thesaurus will help you find other words to communicate your message.
An encyclopedia is a resource that includes several volumes of information on various topics.
The Internet  is a resource that offers past and current information on a wide range of topics.

Tip:
Be cautious of what 

you read. Check a few 
different sources 

for accuracy.
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Spelling Practice with Alphabetizing #2

Fill in the missing letters from the letters in the box 
to correctly spell the words below. 

tim__ gn__me bes__

w__nd__w ha__r s__ll__

st__rt tea__h c__ec__

bl__nd cre__p ap__le

ta__le pol__a cra__h

fl__ng mint__ f__sh

sw____p t__ese fe__e__

Write the words out in alphabetical order.

1.) 8.)    15.)

2.) 9.)    16.)

3.)      10.)    17.)

4.)      11.)    18.)

5.)      12.)    19.)

6.)      13.)    20.)

7.)      14.)    21.)
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Name                                   Date

Vocabulary Practice

pay (pa) v. 1. To give a person what is due 
for a debt, purchase, or work completed. 
2. To compensate. 3. To suffer the consequences.

pay-ment (pa ment) n. The act of paying.-

‘ped-i-ment (ped i ment) n. A broad, triangular 
architectural or decorative part above a door.

ped-o-met-er (pe dom it er) n. An instrument 
which indicates the number of miles one has 
walked. ‘

-

pay penitent

‘

.

Use the sample dictionary entry and definitions below to answer the questions.

Synonym: a word that means the same, or almost the same, as another word. 

Guide word

Entry word

Guide word

Antonym: a word that means the opposite of another word.

Base (root) word: a word left over after taking away all 
	 	 	 prefixes,	suffixes	or	infixes.

example: hot = cold

 example: few = little

example: thankful - ful = thank

1. Which entry word will not be 
on a dictionary page showing the 
guide	words	each	and	ebony?

edit

ebb

eat

easy

1.	Which	word	comes	first	alphabetically?

scale

say

seal

shape

1. Which entry word will not be 
on a dictionary page showing the 
guide	words	nab	and	neck?

nap

nation

neat

need

1.	Which	word	comes	last	alphabetically?

month

may

mold

must

1. Which word is a synonym for cold?

hot

chilly

foggy

rainy

1. Which word is an antonym for more?

bunch

less

additional

greater

1.	Which	word	is	a	base	word?

mowing

earned

cart

retouch

1. Which word is not	a	base	word?

below

howl

locate

loudly
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Read the words above to determine the number of syllables. Write the words in 
the correct column in alphabetical order.

  Two syllables            Three syllables

 _______________________                         _______________________

 _______________________                         _______________________

 _______________________                         _______________________

 _______________________                         _______________________

 _______________________                         _______________________

         Four syllables      

       _______________________                  

       _______________________                    

       _______________________                     
      
       _______________________                      
  
       _______________________                

Name: ____________________

         Date: ________________

Syllables

manufacture  peculiar  quiet
circular  information  destructive 
communicate  teacher  elevator
friendship  competition  demonstrate 
accurate  science  water
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1. conservation ______________

2. ecological _________________

3. resources _________________

4. environment ______________

5. reusable __________________

6. recycling _____________________

7. biodegradable ________________

8. reduce  _______________________

9. emissions _____________________

10. natural _______________________

Going Green

Use your spelling words to complete these tips on staying green.

 Rewrite these spelling words.

4th Grade Spelling Test #7
Answers:      1. reusable/ biodegradable    2. reduce/ emissions     3. recycling

1. Use ____________________ bags and containers whenever possible.

2.  ____________________ your family’s carbon ___________________

by unplugging appliances when no one is using them.

3.  Put plastic packaging marked 1-7 in the _______________________

instead of the trash.


